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Since 1933 Heath Consultants has led the industry in the safety of natural
gas utilities infrastructure through the innovative and conscientious actions

of our employees. Our innovative products have led to safer survey
practices for both gas utilities and within our own field services division.

RMLD-CS™
The RMLD Complete Solution (RMLD-
CS™) utilizes the same TDLAS
technology as previous models but in a
more convenient, lightweight, single-unit
package without compromising
performance. It is field rugged and
operates under a variety of field
conditions including a wide temperature
range, light rain and fog.

The Intrinsically Safe (IS) rating allows
operators to use it indoors and within
potentially hazardous environments such
as compressor stations. With detection
up to 100 feet away operators can safely
survey in areas that may be difficult to
reach such as busy roadways, yards
with dogs, fenced off areas, compressor
stations, overhead piping and other hard
to access places.

ODORATOR 2™
The Heath ODORATOR 2 is an
odorization survey audit system or odor
intensity test instrument that with proper
use fulfills D.O.T. Code 192.625
requirements.

OdorSeer and OdorSeer Remote are
advanced PC software which are a key
part of the ODORATOR 2. OdorSeer
supports custom configuration of the
instrument and via its secure database
provides powerful readings mapping,
data analysis and reporting tools for
multiple instruments. OdorSeer Remote
supports secure remote configuration
and data access.
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